Simulation of Pedigree vs. fully-informative marker based relationships matrices in a Loblolly Pine breeding population

Abstract

Computer simulations of breeding strategies are an essential resource for tree breeders because they allow exploratory analyses into potential long-term impacts on genetic gain and inbreeding consequences without bearing the cost, time, or resource requirements of field experiments. Previous work has modeled the potential long-term implications on inbreeding and genetic gain using random mating and phenotypic selection. Reduction in sequencing costs has enabled the use of DNA marker-based relationship matrices in addition to or in place of pedigree-based allele sharing estimates; this has been shown to provide a significant increase in the accuracy of progeny breeding value prediction. A potential pitfall of genomic selection using genetic relationship matrices is increased coancestry among selections, leading to the accumulation of deleterious alleles and inbreeding depression. We used simulation to compare the relative genetic gain and risk of inbreeding depression within a breeding program similar to loblolly pine, utilizing pedigree-based or marker-based relationships over ten generations. We saw a faster rate of purging deleterious alleles when using a genomic relationship matrix based on markers that track identity-by-descent of segments of the genome. Additionally, we observed an increase in the rate of genetic gain when using a genomic relationship matrix instead of a pedigree-based relationship matrix. While the genetic variance of populations decreased more rapidly when using genomic-based relationship matrices as opposed to pedigree-based, there appeared to be no long-term consequences on the accumulation of deleterious alleles within the simulated breeding strategy.

Introduction

Loblolly pine (Pinus taeda) is one of the most important commercial tree species in the United States, with over 700 million seedlings planted annually [1]. Over the past 60 years, Tree Improvement Cooperatives (TICs) have formed to help meet the growing need for increased forest productivity and resource management. The main objective of these Cooperatives is to develop future generations of genetically improved loblolly pine that will provide more wood on less land in less time. Given a large amount of genetic variation in loblolly pine, the ability to make a significant amount of genetic gain on traits such as height, diameter, and disease resistance will help meet this objective [2]. However, TICs face a trade-off in the rate at which genetic gain can be obtained by balancing selection intensity with genetic similarity among future prospective selections. This trade-off occurs because breeding individuals with increased genetic similarity can lead to inbreeding depression and cause a severe reduction in the phenotypes of high economic importance [3].

Inbreeding depression can be defined as a decline in mean phenotype due to mating among individuals with similar coancestry, resulting in increased homozygosity within populations [4]. The decline in phenotype can be caused by the effects of loci that harbor recessive deleterious alleles. While multiple theories exist for the genetic basis of traits displaying inbreeding depression, they all incorporate the concept that alleles involved are under some effect of dominance. In contrast, the average effect associated with alleles in the progeny is independent
of the parents' inbreeding level for a purely additive trait. Because of this, impacts of inbreeding depression within a breeding program may potentially be minimized by identifying and purging deleterious alleles or utilizing mating designs that are aimed at controlling the increase of homozygosity within breeding populations [5].

The effects of inbreeding depression within conifers have been extensively studied and shown to have consequences in seed production and multiple phenotypic traits [5, 9]. The prevalence of inbreeding depression in loblolly pine has motivated studies to explore the mean number of these alleles per individual within a given population [6]. Two independent studies have been conducted within loblolly pine aimed at quantifying the number of recessive lethal alleles. Franklin (1972) analyzed progeny from the self-pollination of 116 parent trees and reported that lethal equivalents followed a relatively normal distribution with a mean of 8.5 [7]. The second study by Remington et al. (2000) conducted whole-genome characterization of embryonic inbreeding depression in progeny from self-pollination of an elite loblolly pine tree and found roughly 3-6 lethal alleles [8]. Recently, Ford et al. analyzed twenty loblolly pine parent trees mated to have progeny with varying degrees of inbreeding coefficients. At the highest inbreeding coefficient within the population analyzed, they reported a 21% and 33% reduction in height and stem volume, respectively [10]. Based on the literature on the effects and possible long-term impacts of inbreeding, it is essential that TICs properly manage the accumulation of deleterious alleles within their breeding programs.

Breeding strategies for loblolly pine have evolved [11,12]. The North Carolina State University cooperative tree improvement program currently uses a rolling front strategy. New parents are crossed every year, new progeny tests are established, and pre-existing progeny tests are measured to update family breeding values. This strategy has been shown to increase genetic gain up to 25-30% relative to a discrete generation strategy, allowing for more phenotypic gain to be made each year [13]. For selections and mating designs, inbreeding management among individuals within the North Carolina State University TIC is currently handled using the computer program Mate Select, which employs the evolutionary differential algorithm in utilizing information obtained from progeny tests to develop a mating design, taking both performance and amount of relatedness into account [14]. The accuracy of relatedness estimations between selections is an important consideration when producing future generations of loblolly pine. Not only can the consequences of inbreeding depression be severe, but given the long generation interval, it could take a substantial amount of time to overcome.

The method currently used to estimate relatedness among individuals to make selections is based on average levels of allele sharing extracted from pedigree data. However, unlike most other breeding programs, tree breeding programs are in their infancy, typically no more than 3 or 4 generations deep with relatively weak pedigrees and connectedness among progeny test datasets [15]. The idea of using genomic markers for estimating relatedness has existed for multiple decades [16]. More recently, the reduction in the cost of obtaining genomic markers has inspired novel methods of estimating genomic relationship matrices and implementing genomic selection [17, 18]. Genomic selection is the process of selecting new breeding parents based upon integrating phenotypic and shared genotypic information instead of relying on phenotype and assumed pedigree allele sharing [19]. Provided with access to these genomic resources, the use of DNA marker-based relationship matrices, in addition to or in place of pedigree-based allele
sharing estimates, has shown to provide a significant increase in the accuracy of progeny breeding value prediction [20-25]

Given the success reported in breeding programs for other species, it is intriguing to consider how utilizing marker-based versus pedigree-based relationship matrices in loblolly pine breeding selection strategies would impact long-term inbreeding depression. Additionally, it would be beneficial in exploring future selection regimes to have the ability to assess breeding strategies for multiple generations and evaluate potential long-term genetic gain or risk of inbreeding. A computer simulation allows the flexibility to address these questions without bearing the cost of field experiments and limits on population size or generation length.

Computer simulations have been developed to explore the consequences of different breeding strategies in tree programs over the past 20 years and were shown to be a useful tool [26-34]. Few simulation studies have been published for loblolly pine, and most of those are generally aimed at topics other than genomic selection [32-34]. While many breeding simulation programs exist, currently available programs cannot assess the genetic value of progeny from multiple generations with a user-defined genetic architecture for traits to be simulated. Our purpose for creating a simulation program is to enable an exploratory analysis of the potential genetic architecture for phenotypic traits, assessment of potential long-term impacts of different selection strategies, and the ability to predict possible long-term inbreeding consequences. This simulation program will be a helpful resource when comparing multiple long-term breeding and selection strategies for their ability to sustain long-term genetic and economic gain.

The overall objective of this study is to compare the relative genetic gain within a breeding program similar to that of loblolly pine, utilizing pedigree-based or marker-based relationships. Developing a computer simulation program that can simulate multiple generations utilizing marker and phenotypic data to predict progeny genetic values and phenotypes for a given genetic architecture will aid in accomplishing this objective. The first goal of this study is to create a breeding simulator and validate the reliability by creating a genetic linkage map using simulated genotype data for an F2 population; the second goal is to explore the possible parameter space to match loblolly pine's current proposed genetic architecture to replicate results from past field experiments; and the final goal is to test the impact of using either fully informative marker-based or pedigree-based relationship matrices on inbreeding depression and the expected amount of genetic gain utilizing an assortative mating design. We also explore the relationship between the number of parents and progeny per cross with the impact on genetic gain across a multi-generation breeding strategy.

**Methods**

**Creation of a forward population simulator**

The simulator package was written in R and relies on various other R packages used to construct pedigree relationship matrices and evaluate inbreeding statistics, such as the pedigree package [35-40]. All source code, functions, and descriptions are in the appendix. In general, we generated multiple functions that helped to facilitate the simulation of a forward breeding population based on the user's input, including:
• Creation of a genetic map (create_genetic_map)
• Simulation of a founder population (create_founder_parents)
• Creation of a cross design schema (create_cross_design)
• Simulation of parental crosses (make_crosses)
• Estimation of genotypic and phenotypic values (calc_tgv and sim_phenos)
• Extraction of selections for next-generation (extract_selections)
• Simulation of Open Pollinated testing (OP_testing)

We utilized each of these for all forward population simulations and changed input parameters as described below. Additionally, we describe the simulator methods as needed, and further explanation may be found in the appendix.

Simulation of a Linkage Map

A genetic linkage map was produced to validate that the simulator could create the correct number of linkage groups and order of markers. The most efficient linkage map algorithm, msTmap, does not work with outbred populations such as loblolly pine; therefore, a 2nd generation population was generated and used as the input. We set the create_genetic_map function to simulate a genetic architecture with 12 linkage groups (LG), 120 markers, and a map length equal to roughly 1800 cM. Each LG was assigned ten markers, equally spaced. We simulated two unrelated inbred parents with different homozygous allelic states at each marker locus. A single F1 individual was selfed to generate 300 F2 progeny. Within the ASMap R package, this type of population is referred to as RIL2 [41]. The marker matrix returned from the calc_tgv function was converted from 0,1,2 output to A, B, X and used as the input to the R package ASMap to generate a linkage map. The resulting linkage map was compared to that expected based on input parameters. [41]

Replication of past field experiments

We adjusted inputs of the simulator to identify allelic and dominance values that represent loblolly pine inbreeding characteristics similar to those previously found in the literature. The create_genetic_map parameters were set to generate 12 LGs with a genetic map size equal to roughly 1800 cM [42]. A total of 2760 loci were distributed evenly across the 12 LGs so that each had 230 loci. The 2760 loci were divided into three separate categories: random QTL, SNP QTL, and markers. Random QTL (QTLr) represents random genetic noise caused by events such as epistasis or regulatory interactions. SNP QTL (QtLSNP) represents loci that can show a dominance effect, and markers are loci that may be used for genomic selection and estimation of progeny relatedness. The number of loci assigned to each of the three categories was 680 QTLr, 1960 QtLSNP, & 120 markers. The simulated markers were not used in this analysis, but were included so the simulator parameters would be as similar as possible to those used later in the breeding population simulations. The other two types of loci, QTLr and QtLSNP, were randomly assigned to positions on the linkage groups. The recombination rate of a particular locus was determined by utilizing the genetic distance between each pair of adjacent loci with the Haldane function [43]. Minor allele frequencies (MAF's) for QtLSNP were sampled from a uniform distribution ranging from 0.01 to 0.02, because this category was used to simulate deleterious alleles that contribute to inbreeding depression, and such alleles are believed to be
rare in the pine population. QTL \(_r\) MAF's were sampled from a beta distribution with alpha and beta set to equal 0.4. Two traits (straightness and volume) were evaluated at four inbreeding coefficient levels (0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5). The dominance and major/minor allele values assigned for each of the traits are reported in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Dominance Coefficient</th>
<th>Major Allele Value</th>
<th>Minor Allele</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volume</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straightness</td>
<td>.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Simulator input values of dominance coefficient, major and minor alleles used to model inbreeding depression in two traits (volume and straightness).

An initial founder set of 50 unrelated parents was generated utilizing the genetic map to create a population of individuals which contain unrelated, half-sib, and full-sib individuals. QTL \(_r\) values, which are assigned to the 680 random QTL on the genetic map, were sampled for each parent from a normal distribution ranging from -1 to +1 with a mean equal to 0. Genetic effects at random QTL are completely additive, but the genetic effects at QTLSNP loci had a dominance component. The total genetic value due to QTLSNP loci within an individual was calculated as:

\[
QTL_{snps} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A - ((A - C) * Dom)
\]

Where \((A)\) represents the value of the major allele, \((C)\) represents the value of the minor allele, and \(Dom\) is the dominance coefficient applied to that locus. The inbreeding experiment was simulated starting with unrelated parents, so each parent was assigned heterozygous recessive deleterious alleles at different loci. Assigning alleles in this way means that, in the absence of inbreeding, there will be no chance that crossing any two parents will result in the presence of deleterious alleles in the homozygous state. To mimic the number of deleterious alleles cited in the literature, the QTLSNP were assigned to parents to provide an average of seven recessive alleles per parent. Once founder parent alleles are assigned, the genetic value of a given individual is calculated as:

\[
Parent_i = \sum_{1}^{n} QTL_r + QTL_{snps}
\]

A user-specified cross-design file was supplied to make 40 crosses among the parents with two progeny each. A single selection was made within each family based upon the phenotype. The resulting 40 selections were then mated so that ten parents were crossed to two unrelated individuals, two half-sibs, two full sibs, and each of the ten was selfed. This mating design is based on that used by Ford et al (2015) as shown in Figure 1 below. Fifty progeny were created for each cross.
Simulation of phenotypes was done by adding random noise sampled from a normal distribution with a mean and standard deviation of:

$$\mu = 0, \quad \sigma = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma_{\text{genetic values}}^2}{h^2}} - \sigma_{\text{genetic values}}^2$$

Phenotypes were assigned to the founder population so that individual tree heritability was roughly $h^2=0.3$. All subsequent progeny phenotypes were estimated using a standard deviation equal to that within the founder population. Given that phenotypes are determined by adding random environmental noise to genetic values, progeny phenotypes returned from the simulator were transformed into values representing those typically collected in the field. Volume phenotypes were converted to a range from 20-140 by applying the following formula

$$P_i = \alpha + \frac{(b - \alpha) \times (P_i - \min(\bar{P}))}{\max(\bar{P}) - \min(\bar{P})}$$

where $P_i$ is the phenotype of an individual, $\alpha$ is the minimum range, $b$ is the maximum range, and $\bar{P}$ is the vector of all progeny phenotypes. The following linear mixed model was used to analyze volume. Inbreeding level was treated as a fixed effect, and parents were considered random effects.

$$Y_{klm} = \mu + I_k + P_l + PI_{kl} + \varepsilon_{klm}$$

where $Y_{klm}$ is the response variable of the $m$th tree of the $l$th parent at the $k$th inbreeding level, $\mu$ is the overall mean, $I_k$ is the fixed $k$th inbreeding level effect ($k = 4$), $P_l$ is the random $/l$th parent effect ($l = 10$) with expectations NID $\sim(0, \sigma_{l}^2)$, $PI_{kl}$ is the random interaction of the $l$th parent with the $k$th inbreeding level with expectations NID $\sim(0, \sigma_{lk}^2)$, and $\varepsilon_{klm}$ is the random error term with expectations NID $\sim(0, \sigma_{e}^2)$

The ratios of variance components to their standard errors (Est/SE) were computed for the random terms. With sufficient factor levels, the ratio can be interpreted as an asymptotic approximation of the $z$ distribution, which can be used for a hypothesis test for the effect of the null random terms [44,45].
The lmer function within lme4 software and Tukey's means separation was used to obtain the significant differences among the four levels of inbreeding [46]. Percent inbreeding depression was calculated for each trait and defined as the percent reduction in the mean of the trait relative to the mean of progeny from unrelated crosses. A linear model was used to estimate the effect that starting number of deleterious alleles had on the phenotype of the selfed parent.

Stem straightness was converted to a binary trait by specifying 1 for individuals with the above mean phenotype and 0 for those below the mean phenotype. The probability of straightness was modeled by fitting a generalized linear mixed model in the glmr procedure [46]. The generalized linear mixed model and expectations are as follows

$$E[y | u] = g^{-1}(X\beta + Zu)$$

where y is \((nx1)\) response vector, \(X\) is \((n \times p)\) design matrix of rank \(k\) for the \((p \times 1)\) fixed effects \(\beta\), \(Z\) is \((n \times q)\) design matrix for the \((q \times 1)\) random effects, \(u\). Random effects are assumed to be normally distributed with a mean equal to 0 and variance matrix \(G\). The logit link function, \(g = \ln(\mu(1 - \mu))\) was used to model the binomially distributed response variable, where \(ln\) is the natural logarithm, and \(\mu\) is the mean incidence. Therefore, the inverse link function was used to obtain the probability of above-average straightness as \(g^{-1} = e^u = 1/(1 + e^u)\).

**Forward population breeding strategies:**

The goal of simulating forward breeding strategies is to compare the rate of genetic gain and the risk of inbreeding depression. To mimic the inbreeding depression in loblolly pine, we utilized parameters identified from the simulation of an inbreeding experiment that produced results similar to those observed in field experiments. The strategies compared included making selections within-family utilizing relationship matrices based either on pedigree information or fully informative genetic markers, as well as breeding populations of different sizes.

Founder parents were simulated to have multiple possible haplotype combinations or “fully-informative” markers, meaning that every haplotype within each parent is unique, rather than simulating bi-allelic markers. Simulating markers in this way allows identity by descent to be unambiguously tracked across each generation. A unique set of markers was assigned to each parent using two alphabetical letters for each allele to simulate fully informative markers for calculation of marker-based relationship matrices. Capital letters represent the major allele, and lower-case letters represent the minor allele. All marker loci in the founder populations were heterozygous at each locus so that haplotype allele sharing could be tracked across generations (Figure 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent #</th>
<th>Chr_Locus</th>
<th>Major Allele</th>
<th>Minor Allele</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1_14</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>aa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1_14</td>
<td>BB</td>
<td>bb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1_14</td>
<td>CC</td>
<td>cc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Figure 2. Example of generating unique multi-allelic haplotype markers for each parent at a given marker locus*
Ten out of the total 230 loci were sampled for each LG and designated as markers. Selection of marker positions was made by identifying loci closest to 10 equally spaced sites within each LG. The characteristics and assignment of markers utilized within this simulation are made with the assumption that any breeding program in the genomic era has the opportunity to select equally spaced fully-informative markers rather than just using a random sample of bi-allelic marker loci.

A total of 300 genetic maps were simulated to generate 300 unique base populations containing 280 parents. Once a founder population was established, it was separated into three groups comprising the top 64, 140, or all 280 parents based on their respective breeding values estimated from an open-pollinated mating design. An open-pollinated mating design was accomplished by crossing each of 280 parents to the other 279 parents, with a single progeny produced from each cross, and simulating phenotypes for the progeny based on the combination of genetic value and random noise as described previously. The mean of simulated phenotypes from progeny was used to rank parents from best to worst – there was no need to use linear modeling of these phenotypes because they were not simulated to include test, rep, or block effects that modeling could account for.

Each parent base population size was crossed using an assortative mating strategy with a coancestry threshold. An overview of this breeding strategy is in the Figure 3 below. Founder parents were first sorted according to breeding value and then separated into four bins. A starting coancestry threshold of 0.01 was applied to the pedigree relationship matrix, and any two pairs which had a relatedness less than that could potentially mate. The coancestry threshold was increased by 0.005 until the top two quartiles of individuals could be mated to one another. The 64 and 140 parent base populations were set to have 60 progeny for each cross. To investigate the impact of increasing the base population size while decreasing progeny, the parent base population of 280 parents had 30 progeny per cross. Individuals in the top quartile were crossed four times, those in the second quartile were crossed three times, and those in the bottom two quartiles were crossed twice each. This mating design aims to both provide opportunities to identify elite progeny from crosses among the best parents and improve the average performance of the worst parents by crossing them to better-performing individuals.
For each of the base populations, after making crosses, genetic values and phenotypes were estimated, and selections were made using the best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) method with either a pedigree-based relationship matrix (ABLUP) or genomic relationship matrix (GBLUP). Among-family selections were made to reduce the initial 96, 210, 420 crosses to the top 64, 140, 280 individuals respectively, by ranking family mean BLUP values estimated from progeny. Within-family selections were made by selecting the highest individual progeny BLUP. This resulted in either 64, 140, or 280 selections from each generation used as parents for the next generation. Genetic gain, the average number of deleterious alleles, and genotypic variance of selections were analyzed across ten generations with the following formula

\[ Y_{jklm} = \mu + M_j + N_k + MN_{jk} + G_l + GM_{jl} + GN_{kl} + \epsilon_{jklm} \]

where \( Y_{jklm} \) is the response variable of the \( m \)th population at the \( h \)th generation with the \( k \)th base population number applying the \( j \)th method, \( \mu \) is the overall mean, \( M_j \) is the fixed \( j \)th method (\( j=2 \)), \( N_k \) is the fixed number of individuals within the base population (\( k=3 \)), \( MN_{jk} \) is the fixed interaction of the \( j \)th method with \( k \)th base population size, \( G_l \) is the random \( l \)th generation effect (\( l=10 \)) with expectations NID \( \sim (0, \sigma^2) \), \( GM_{jl} \) is the random \( l \)th generation interaction with the \( j \)th method applied NID \( \sim (0, \sigma^2) \), \( GN_{kl} \) is the random \( l \)th generation interaction with the number
of individuals in the base population $NID \sim (0, \sigma_{ki}^2)$, and $\varepsilon_{ijklm}$ is the random error term with expectations $NID \sim (0, \sigma_{e}^2)$.

The ratios of variance components to their standard errors (Est/SE) were computed for the random terms. Tukey's means separation was used to obtain the significant differences among the two methods for genetic variance across each generation.

**Results**

**Linkage Map**

The genetic linkage map produced from ASMap contained 12 segregating LGs and a total map length equal to 1886.84 cM. (Figure 4) The size of linkage groups ranged from 144.25 – 170.52 cM, and each had ten markers. The mean distance between markers was equal to 17.47 cM and a standard deviation of 2.28 cM. For comparison, the genetic map length returned from the create_genetic_map function was 1875.49 cM and linkage group sizes ranged from 103.9 cM - 183.8 cM. The mean distance between markers was 15.46 cM with a standard deviation of 1.99 cM. All markers in the linkage map were in the same order as the simulated genetic map.

![Genetic map](image)

*Figure 4. Resulting genetic map produced from ASMap showing the 12 linkage groups and corresponding position of markers in centimorgans*

The agreement between simulation parameters and the empirically-determined linkage map values was considered good enough to confirm that the simulator works to model Mendelian segregation correctly. This conclusion supports further use of the simulator to model genetic events in pine populations.

**Simulated effects of inbreeding on growth**

Inbreeding significantly affected individual-tree volume in the simulation study ($P = 4.79e-10$) (Table 2). Relative to that of the progeny of outcrosses, volume in the progeny of half-sibs, full-sibs, and selfs was reduced by 4.3, 9.2, and 19.7% (Table 3). Mean volume in the progeny of outcrosses differed significantly from those for all other levels of inbreeding.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Straightness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est</td>
<td>Est/SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inbreeding x P</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Variance estimates and ratios of estimate and SE for parent and inbreeding by parent interaction for two traits (volume and straightness).

Five parents exhibited a constant decrease in mean volume as inbreeding increased. (Figure 5) Mean volume in two parents showed an increase to the $F = 0.125$ level but then showed a constant decrease to the $F = 0.5$ level. In the other three parents, the mean volume of inbred progeny was less than the mean volume in the progeny of outcrosses, with some rank changes among inbreeding levels. The starting number of deleterious alleles within a parent significantly impacted the volume of selfed parents ($P = 1.14e^{-4}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inbreeding coefficient</th>
<th>Volume (dm3)</th>
<th>% ID</th>
<th>Straightness</th>
<th>% ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>124.9</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>119.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-12.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>113.4</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100.3</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Mean and percent inbreeding depression at each of the four inbreeding levels for volume and probability of above-average straightness.

The probability of above-average straightness ranged from 0.48 in the progeny of outcrosses to 0.54 in the progeny of half-sibs (Table 3) and was not significantly affected by inbreeding ($P = 0.6466$) (Table 2). The change in the probability of above-average straightness across the four inbreeding levels was variable in all parents.

The results of the simulated inbreeding study are qualitatively similar to those reported for a study of inbreeding depression in loblolly pine breeding populations (Ford et al, 2015). This suggests that the parameters used to simulate inbreeding depression should provide realistic results for the purposes of comparing breeding population sizes and selection strategies to address the overall goal of the study.
Effect of selection method on genetic gain and genetic variance

Genetic gain across the ten generations was significantly impacted by the selection method (P=6.3e-3) (Table 4). Across all base population sizes, average genetic values of progeny selections utilizing GBLUP were higher than ABLUP. Regardless of the selection method used, the starting base population size was significant (P=4.78e-8), indicating that a larger base population resulted in more genetic gain. The interaction of method and base population size was also significant (P=2.2e-16), as GBLUP showed a higher rate of genetic gain within a specific base population size than ABLUP. Variance explained by the interaction of selection method and base population with generations were considerable (Est/SE > 2.12).

The impact of the selection method on genetic variance as the main effect was not significant (P=0.054). However, the results of paired t-tests between the genetic variances across base population sizes among the two selection methods ranged from P= 0.969 in generation one to P=2.13e-3 in generation ten, with generations six through ten being significant at the P < 0.05 level. Base population size and the interaction of base population with the selection method used were significant with P=4.23e-3 and P=2.2e-16, respectively. The variance component for generation contributed very little (Est/SE =0.20). In contrast, the interaction of method and generation and base population size and generation contributed significantly (Est/SE > 2.11).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Delt alleles</th>
<th>Genetic Variance</th>
<th>Genetic Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est</td>
<td>Est/SE</td>
<td>Est</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>187.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method x G</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>2355.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP x G</td>
<td>622.5</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>17.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Variance estimates and ratios of estimate and SE for parent and inbreeding by parent interaction for deleterious alleles, genetic variance, and genetic gain.
In the first generation, the mean genetic variance of selections was highest in the 280-tree populations and lowest in the 64-tree populations, consistent with the fact that the smaller populations were chosen on the basis of breeding values estimated from simulated open-pollinated progeny tests (Figure 6). The genetic variance for populations selected using ABLUP stayed relatively constant over the last five to six generations of the simulation, while the genetic variance for populations selected using GBLUP declined more sharply starting from the third generation. This difference could result from more efficient within-family selection for genetically-superior offspring, as supported by the dramatically higher rates of genetic gain for all population sizes selected using GBLUP.

Figure 6. Genetic gain (A) and Genetic Variance (B) of selections made at three different base population levels using two different selection strategies across ten generations.

**Effect of selection on the accumulation of deleterious alleles**

Method of selection was significant on the number of deleterious alleles over time (P=5.80e-4), with GBLUP removing deleterious alleles at a faster rate than ABLUP. The starting base population size was also significant (P=7.78e-3), with larger starting base populations able to remove deleterious alleles faster. Additionally, the interaction term of base population size and selection method was significant (P=2.49e-9), indicating the rate at which deleterious alleles were purged from the population differed within the base population sizes when using the GBLUP or ABLUP selection method. The Est/SE for the generation variance component was 1.8, contributing relatively small variation to the impact of deleterious allele accumulation. The generation interaction with the method used contributed a moderate amount to variation (Est/SE=2.11), while the interaction of generation and the base population contributed no variation.

Although the average number of deleterious alleles in selections was similar among all strategies in the first generation, selections utilizing GBLUP were consistently lower than ABLUP across the remaining nine generations. (Figure 7). Within GBLUP selection methods, there was no
A statistical difference between the base populations in the average number of deleterious alleles. In ABLUP, the 64 base population had lower average deleterious alleles than the other base population sizes from generation eight to ten, suggesting that pedigree-based methods purge deleterious alleles more efficiently in smaller breeding populations.

**Figure 7.** Average number of deleterious alleles within selections made at three different base population levels using two different selection strategies across ten generations

**Discussion**

Simulation of breeding strategies for tree species is arguably more critical than for other crops due to the time, cost and space required to conduct multi-generational experiments [31]. Additionally, given the magnitude of inbreeding depression impacts observed in loblolly pine, any breeding method deployed must manage the accumulation of deleterious alleles within the population to ensure short and long-term genetic gain [5-10]. Loblolly pine is a predominantly outcrossing species with a large effective population size [2], and one hypothesis for the cause of observed inbreeding depression is recessive deleterious alleles with significant lethal effects on fitness traits, showing effects only when placed in the homozygous state [47,48]. Contrary to this, smaller populations such as radiata pine are thought to have most of these recessive deleterious alleles purged due to mating among a small remote population [49]. Current efforts are underway to investigate using a bi-allelic SNP marker panel to employ genomic selection in loblolly pine [14].

To explore future opportunities toward managing inbreeding depression while continuing to make genetic gain, we proposed here the idea of utilizing fully informative markers to make selections within-family as opposed to allele-sharing based upon pedigree data. Additionally, we explored maintaining a smaller breeding population with an increase in progeny produced from each cross. A smaller base population, in theory, should be easier to manage, and the increase in the number of progeny per cross should allow for more accurate selections within-family. To accomplish these objectives, we generated a simulation program that can: 1) estimate the total genetic value of individual progeny from simulated crosses, 2) simulate effects of inbreeding depression in progeny after multiple generations of a given breeding strategy, and 3) evaluate
ABLUP vs. GBLUP selection strategies utilizing a similar mating design to the one currently employed for their risk of long-term inbreeding depression.

In the simulated inbreeding experiment, similar to the results reported by Ford et al. (2015), inbreeding displayed little impact on the probability of above-average straightness while significantly impacting volume. Although both traits were simulated with many loci having minor additive effects, straightness did not include any loci harboring severe recessive deleterious alleles under dominance control. Modeling the genomic architecture of probability of above-average straightness in this way agrees with the natural breeding history of loblolly pine, in which straightness does not have a severe effect on reproductive success. The results of the simulated inbreeding study agreed with the results of Ford et al. in that all levels of inbreeding depression varied among the parents. This observation could most likely be due to variation among parents in the numbers of lethal and damaging alleles [53,54]. In the simulated inbreeding study, we observed a relationship between the number of recessive deleterious alleles and the effect of inbreeding, and overall patterns of inbreeding agreed with the field study.

Multiple trends were observed among the two selection approaches using pedigree-based (ABLUP) versus marker-based (GBLUP) relationships for within-family selection, regardless of population size. Utilizing GBLUP for within-family selection resulted in a faster reduction of deleterious alleles and a higher rate of genetic gain. The use of markers to make genetic gain has been previously explored and shown to improve selection accuracy compared to pedigree-based relationships, most notably within-family [50,51]. While genomic selection is known to increase coancestry more rapidly and is linked to inbreeding depression, results in this study indicated that even with increased coancestry, we saw deleterious alleles being purged more effectively. We hypothesize that the faster rate of purging deleterious alleles with GBLUP can be attributed to fully informative markers being able to more accurately inform selection decisions that reduce the frequency of deleterious alleles within a family, relative to ABLUP based on pedigree relationships.

The genetic variance from ABLUP for within-family selection was highly variable, whereas when using GBLUP, there was a general decreasing trend over time. Observations that genomic selection increases the loss of genetic diversity as compared to phenotypic selection have been previously shown in an experimental study [55] and stochastic simulations [56,57]. The percentage of genetic variance loss over the ten generations using GBLUP selection was 33.9%, 21.5%, and 4.8% for the 280-tree, 140-tree, and 64-tree base populations. It should be noted, there was still a substantial amount of genetic variance, even after ten generations, which would be approximately 100 years given the current breeding cycle timeline.

Across all base population sizes and selection strategies, there was a trend for purging deleterious alleles and increasing genetic gain over the ten generations. The inference from this observation is that increases in coancestry utilizing either ABLUP or GBLUP will not result in a long-term problem of inbreeding depression. Utilizing an assortative mating design in conjunction with making more crosses than selections seems to be an effective method to potentially expose rare deleterious alleles and remove them from the population.
The current selection method deployed by the NCSU-TIP balances inbreeding depression and genetic gain by maintaining a large base population, and making selections based upon phenotype and average levels of allele sharing extracted from pedigree data [12]. Due to the low individual tree heritability of critical economic traits, accurate estimates of parental breeding values are obtained by producing several progenies for each cross [12]. Within each selection strategy, increasing the base population size from 140 to 280 did not significantly impact genetic gain or genetic variance. The breeding simulations of 280-tree base populations used only half the number of progeny per cross as the 140-tree base population (30 progeny vs 60 progeny) in order to keep the computational requirements of the simulation to a reasonable level. This finding may be attributed to the breeders equation, where gain across generations is a function of the phenotypic heritability of a particular trait, and the force of selection applied [12]. By increasing the number of progeny produced for a given cross and selecting a single individual, phenotypic variance of progeny and the selection intensity applied within family were increased in the 140-tree base population as opposed to the 280-tree base population. Therefore, the comparable rates of genetic gain between the 140-tree population with 60 progeny per cross and the 280-tree population with 30 progeny per cross suggest there may be an advantage to lowering a breeding population size and increasing selection intensity to reduce the workload of managing a large breeding population.

In its current form, the simulator selects individuals for each generation based on breeding/phenotypic values simulated of a single trait. Real breeding programs often work with multiple traits, so the opportunity exists to enhance progeny selection based on multiple traits or a selection index. Future prospective work could also include incorporating other population parameters, such as mutation rate, varying number of markers, numbers of deleterious alleles, dominance coefficients, and allele frequencies, which may help more accurately depict the long-term response of populations to selection.

The overall implications of this study have the potential to have a significant impact on how future selections are made within breeding populations of loblolly pine. All breeding programs aim to increase their ability to make selections with higher accuracy, in less time, with less planting and field experiments. These goals are especially true in loblolly pine due to the slow pace and high cost of breeding and progeny testing. This simulator enables tree improvement programs to model the effects of different user-defined genetic and population parameters on offspring performance and phenotype without the cost or time required for actual breeding experiments. Exploration of breeding strategies through effective simulation could lead to making better selections for future breeding populations, with a higher probability of passing on favorable alleles and providing more overall genetic/economic value to landowners.
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